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Housing Booms and the Return to Salient Fundamentals
By John M Clapp and Ran Lu-Andrews, University of Connecticut

Highlights. We:
· Use repeat sales data to model the anchoring of fundamentals to the date of
 the first sale in a repeat pair.
· Define a salient market gap as the change between sales in market value
 minus the change in local fundamentals (based on implicit rents divided by user
 cost). Salient fundamentals are potentially different for each seller in the market
 at any time.
· Model disposition price as a function of gains and losses interacted with the
 salient gap, a generalization of the Genesove and Mayer (2001) model.
· Use town-year fixed effects to provide extensive control for unobserved
 heterogeneity and to identify the model from substantial variation in the salient
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 gap across Connecticut town-years.
·        Establish that the return to fundamentals is associated with sales of houses
 with gains; the discount on gains established by previous literature increases
 significantly with the salient gap.
·        Successfully test salience with a counterfactual gap based on a fixed seven
 year period.
·        Develop a new model of seller selection on unobserved quality. Sales with
 losses are of higher quality than gains and this explains more than half the
 discount on gains.
·        Test robustness to variations in time periods, holding periods, supply
 elasticities and income growth. The main results hold before and after 2007.

 
Abstract
Previous literature (Genesove and Mayer, 2001) has established that the first price of a repeat
 pair is a salient reference price. We show that local fundamentals at the date of the first sale
 (implicit rents divided by user costs of housing) are salient also. A salient market gap is the
 difference between change in market value and change in local fundamental value over the
 time between any two sales. This quantity is potentially different for each second sale. Our
 model of the log of the second sales price generalizes GM (2001) by introducing the salient
 market gap interacted with loss and gain, and redefines a common diagnostic tool, the ratio of
 house prices to fundamentals.
Connecticut data allow detailed spatial controls for unobserved heterogeneity; town-year fixed
 effects are strongly correlated with local public services and taxes. There is substantial
 identifying variation across town-years in the salient gap. Results show that sales with gains
 are discounted by .17 on average in log terms relative to losses in the presence of a positive
 salient gap, suggesting that those with gains rationally move the market towards
 fundamentals. Salience is supported when we compare to a counterfactual gap based on a
 fixed seven year holding period. Results are robust to variation in the holding period, to sub
 periods around the global financial crisis, and to differences across towns in proxies for
 elasticity of housing supply and demand.
We develop a new model to control sample selection based on persistent unobserved quality
 and we find that second sales with losses are between 50% and 80% higher quality than those
 with gains. In the presence a negative gap, the .06 discount on gains relative to losses
 becomes .012 to .030, an amount plausibly related to psychological and financial constraints
 of sellers with losses.
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